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An Analogy and
an Ideal

The Neighborhood Me

THp crm,NGES now being produced by new communications
technologies are understated, not overstated, by the thought
experiment with which I began. What is happening goes far
beyond the increasingly customized computer screen.

Many of us telecommute rather than going to work; this is
a growing trend. Rather than visiting the iocal bookstore,

where we are likely to see a number of diverse people, many
of us shop for books on Amazon.com. Others avoid the local
stores, because one or another company is entirely delighted
to delive r Citizen Karte and a pizza. Thus media analyst Ken

Auletta enthuses, "I can sample music on my computer, then
click and order. I don't have to go to a store. I don't have to

get in a car.I don't have to move. God, that's heaven."l
If you are interested in anything at all-from computers

to linens to diamonds to cars to medical advice-an online
company will be happy to assist you. Indeed, if you would like
to attend college, or even to get a graduate degree, ]ou may
be able to avoid the campus. College education is available
online.2

It would be foolish to claim that this is bad, or a loss, in
general or on balance. On the contrary, the dramatic increase
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in convenience is a wonderful biessing f'or consumeïs. Driv-
ing around in search of gifts, for exarnple, can be a real bother.
(can you remember what this used ro be like? Is it still like
that for you?) For many of us, the chance to point-and-click
is an extraordinary improvement. And nlanypeople, both rich
and poor, take adrrantage of neu'technorogÍes to .,go,,to places
that they could not in any sense have visited before-south
Africa, Germany, Iran, France, Venice, Beijing, stores and
more stores ever;nvhere, an immense variety of specialízed
doctors' offices. But it is far from foolish to worry that for
millions of people, the consequence of this increased conve*
nience is to decrease the set of chance encounters with di_
verse others-and also to be concerned about the conse-
quence of the decrease for demo cracy and, citizenship.

or consider the concept of coilaborative filtering-an in-
triguing feature on a number of sites, one that has now be-
come routine and is rapidly becoming part of daily life on-
line. once you order a book from Lmazon.com, for example,
Amazon.com is in a position to tell you the choices of other
people who like that particular book. once you have ordered
a number of books, Amazon.com knows, and will tell you, the
other books-and music and movies-that you are likely to
like, based on what people like you have liked. other websites
are prepared to tell you which new movies you'll enjoy and
which you won't-simply by asking you to rate certann movies,
then matchingyour ratings to those of other people, and then
finding out what people like you think about moúes that
you haven't seen. (Netflix is particularly happy to help you
on this count.) For music, there are tn''y possibilities:
Musicmobs and trndy are examples, with the latter pro-
claiming, "Indy is a music discoveïy program that learns what
you like, and plays more of it." wth wfülens, you can see
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what people like you like in restaurants, books, and beers, as
well as music and movies.

"Personalized shopping" is becoming readily availabLe, and
it is intended to match the interests and purchasing patterns
of customers for a dazzling array of products, including ra-
dios, computers, fabrics, pens, room designs, and wish lists.
(Put "personalized shopping" in Google, and watch what
comes up.) Or consider the suggestion that before long we
will "have virtual celebrities. . . . They'lllook terrific. In fact,
they'lllook so terrific that their faces will be exactly whatyou
think is beautiful and not necessarily what your neighbor
thinks, because they'll be custornized for each home."3 (Is it
surprising to hear that several websites provide personalized
romance stories? That at least one asks you for information
about ']our fantasy lover," and then it designs a story to suit
your tastes?)

In many ways what is happening is quite wonderful, and
some of the recommendations from Arnazan.com, Netflix,
and analogous services are miraculously good, even uncanny.
Countless people have discovered newfavorite books, movies,
and bands through this route. But it might well be disturbing
if the consequence is to encourage people to narrow their ho-
rizons, or to cater to their existing tastes rather than to allow
them to form new ones. The problem is areal one for movies
and music, but it is probably most serious in the democratic
domain. Suppose, for example, that people with a certain po-
litical conviction find themselves learning about more and
more authors with the same view and thus strengthening
their preexisting judgments, only because most of what they
are encouraged to read says the same thing. In a democratic
society, might this not be troubling?

The underiying issues here are best approached through
two different routes. The first involves an unusual and some-
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what exotic constitutional doctrine, based on the idea of the
"public forum." The second involves a generai constitutional
ideal, indeed the most general constitutional ideai of all: that
of deliberative democracy. As we will see, a declÍne in com-
mon experiences and a system of individualized filtering
might compromise that ideai. As a corrective, we might build
on the understandings that lie behind the notion that a free
society creates a set of public forums, prorriding speakers, ac-
cess to a diverse people, and ensuring in the process that each
of us hears a wide range of speakers, spanning many topics
and opinions.

The Idea of the Public Forum

In the common understanding, the free-speech principle is
taken to forbid government from "censoring" speech of which
it disapproves. In the standard cases, the government at-
tempts to impose penalties, whether civil or criminal, on po-
litical dissent, libelous speech, commercial advertising, or
sexually explÍcit speech. The question is whether the govern*
ment has a legitimate, and sufficiently weighty, reason for re-
stricting the speech that it seeks to control.

This is indeed what most of the law of free speech is about.
In Germany, France, Russia, the united states, Mexico, and
rr,arly other nations, constitutional debates focus on the limits
of censorship. But in free countries, an important part of free-
speech law takes a quite different form. In the United States,
for example, the supreme court has ruled that streets and
parks must be kept open to the public for expressive activity.
In the leading case, Í?om the early part of the twentieth cen-
tury, the court said, "wherever the title of streets and parks
may rest, they have Ímmemorially been held in trust for the
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AN ANALOGY AND AN IDEAL

use of the public and time out of mind, have been used for the
purposes of assembly, communicating thought between citi-
zerts, and discussing public questions. Such use of the streets
and public places has, from ancient times, been a paxt of the
privileges, ifiununities, rights, and liberties of citizens."a

Hence governments are obliged to allow speech to occur
freely on public streets and in public parks--even if many citi-
zens would prefer to have peace and quiet, and even if it seems
irritating to come across protesters and dissidents when you
are simply walking home or to the local grocery store. If you
see protestors on a local street, and you wonder why they are
allowed to be there (rnd perhaps to bother you), the answer is
that the Constitution gives them a right to do so.

To be sure, the government is allowed to impose restric-
tions on the "time, place, and manner" of speech in public
places. No one has a right to set off fireworks or to use loud-
speakers on the publÍc streets at 3 a.m. in order to complain
about crime, global warming, or the size of the defense bud-
get. But time, place, and manner restrictions must be both
reasonable and limited. Government is essentially obliged to
âIIow speakers, whatever their views, to use public property
to convey messages of their choosing.

A distinctive feature of the public-forum doctrine is that it
creates a right of speahers' access, both to places and to peo-
ple. Another distinctive feature is that the public-forum doc-
trine creates a right, not to avoid governmentally imposed
penalties on speech, but to ensure government subsidies of
speech. There is no question that taxpayers are required to
support the expressive activity that, under the public-forum
doctrine, must be permitted on the streets and parks, Indeed,
the costs that taxpayers devote to maintaining open streets
and parks, from cleaning to maintenance, can be quite high.
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Thus the public forum représents one atea of law in which
the right to free speech demands a public subsidy to speakers.

|ust Streets and Parks? Of Airports and the Internet

As a matter of principle, there seems to be good reason to
expand the public forum well beyond streets and parks. In
the moder:n era, other places have increasingly come to oc*
cupy the role of traditional public forums. The mass media
and the Internet as well have become far more impor-
tant than streets and parks as arenas in which expressÍve
activity occurs.

Nonetheless, the suprerne court has been wary of ex-
panding the public-forum doctrine beyond streets and parks.
Perhaps the court's wariness stems from a belief that once
the historical touchstone is abandoned, lines wÍll be ex-
tremely hard to draw, and judges will be besieged with re-
quests for rights of access to private and public property. Thus
the court has rejected the seemingly plausible argumen t that
many other places should be seen as public forums too. In
particular, it has been urged that airports, more than streets
and parks, are crucial to reaching a heterogeneous public; air-
ports are places u'here diverse people congïegate and where
it is irnportant to have access if you want to speak to large
numbers of people. The court was not convinced, responding
that the public-forum idea should be understood by reference
to historical practíces. Airports certainly have not been
treated as public forums from "ancient times,,,b

But at the same time, some members of the court have
shovrn considerable uneasiness with a purely historical test.
In the most vivid passage on the point, Supreme court Justice
Anthony Kennedy wrote: "Minds are not changerl in streets
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AN ANALOGY ,4.ND AN IDEAL

and parks as they once were. To an increasing degree, the
more significant interchanges of ideas and shaping of public
consciousness occur in mass and electronic media. The ex-
tent of public entitlement to participate in those means of
communication may be changed as technologies change'"6
What Justice Kennedy is recognizinghere is the serious prob-
lem of how to "translate" the public-forum idea into the mod-
ern technological environment. And if the Supreme Court is
unwilling to do any such translating, it remains open for Con-
gress, state governments, and ordinaty cltizens to consider
doing exactly that. In other words, the Court may not be pre-
pared to say, as a matter of constitutional law, that the public-
forum idea extends beyond streets and parks. But even if the
Court is unprepared to act, Congress and state governments
aïe permitted to conclude that a free sociefy requires a right
of access to areas where many people meet.

Indeed, private and public institutions might reach such
conclusíons on their owrì, and take steps to ensure that people
are exposed to a diversity of views. Airports and train stations
might decide to remain open for expressive activity-as many
now are. Broadcasters might attempt, on their owrì, to create
the functional equivalent of public forums, allowing people
\l¡ith a wide range of views to participate-as many now do.
An important question is how to carry forward the goals of old
law in the modern era.

Why Public Forums? Of Access,
Unplanned Encounters, and Irritations

The Supreme Court has gÍven little sense of why, exactly, it is
important to ensure that the streets and parks remain open
to speakers. This is the question that must be answered if we
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are to knowwhether, and how, to understand the relationship
of the public-forum doctrine to contemporary problems.

We can make some progress here by noticing that the pub-
lic-forum doctrine promotes three important goals.7, First, it
ensures that speakers can have access to a wide array of peo-
ple. If you rn¡ant to claim that taxes are too high, that religious
diversity is not being respected, or that police brutality is
widespread, you are able to press this argument on many
people who might otherwise fail to hear the message. The
diverse people who walk the streets and use the parks are
likely to hear speakers' arguments about taxes, religious plu-
rality, or the police; they might also learn about the nature
and intensity of views held by their fellow citizens. Perhaps
some people's views change because of what they learn; per-
haps they will become curious, enough so to investigate the
question on their own. It does not much matter if this hrp-
pens a little or a lot. What is important is that speakers are
allowed to press concerns that might otherwise be ignored by
their fellow citizens.

On the speakers' side, the public-forum doctrine thus cre-
ates a right of general øccess to heterogeneous citizens. On the
listeners' side, the public forum creates not exactþ a right,
but an opportunity, if perhaps an unwelcome one shared ex-
posure to diuerse speøhersuith diaerse aiews and compløints.
It is important to emph asize that the exposuïe is shared.
Many people will be simultaneously exposed to the same
views and complaints, and they will encounter views and
complaints that some of them might have refused to seek out
in the first instance. Indeed, the exposure might well be con-
sidered; much of the time, irritating or worse.
' Second, the public-forum doctrine allows speakers not only
to have general access to heterogeneous people, but also to
specific people and specific institutions with whom they have
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AN ANALOGY AND AN IDEAL

a complaint. Suppose, for example , that you believe that the
state legÍslature has behaved irresponsibly \ ¡ith respect to
crime or health care for children. The public forum ensures
that you can make your vÍews heard by legislators, simply by
protesting in front of the state legislature itself.

The point applies to private as well as public institutions.
If a clothing store is believed to have cheated customers, or
to have acted in a racist manner, protestors are allowed a form
of access to the store itself. This is not because they have a
right to trespass on private property-no one has that ríght-
but because a public street is highly likely to be close by, and
a strategically located protest will undoubtedly catch the at-
tention of the store and its customers. Under the public-
forum doctrine, speakers are thus permitted to have access
to particular audiences, and particular listeners cannot easily
avoid hearing complaints that are directed against them. In
other words, listeners have a sharply limited power of self-
Ínsulation. If they want to live in gated communities, they
might be able to do so, but the public forum will impose a
strain on their efforts.

fhtrl::,e'te public-forum doctrine increases the likelihood
that peöple generally wilt be exposed to a wide variety of peo-
ple and views. When you go to work or visit a park, it is possi-
ble that you will have a range of unexpected encounters, how-
ever fleeting or seemingly inconsequential. On your way to
the office or when eating lunch in the park, you cannot easily
wall yourself off from contentions or conditions that you
would not have sought out in advance, or that you would
avoided if you could. Here too the public-forum doctrine
tends to ensure a range of experiences that are widely
shared-streets and parks are public property-and also a set
of exposures to diverse views and conditions. What I mean to
suggest is that these exposures help promote understanding
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and perhaps in that sense freecom. As we will soon see, all of
these points can be closely connected to democratic ideais.

we should also distinguish here between exposures that are
unplanned and exposures that are unwanted.,In a park, for
example, you might encounter a baseball game or a group of
people protesting the conduct of the police. These might be
unplanned experiences; you did not choose them and you did
not foresee them. But once you encounter the game or the
protest, you are hardly irritated; you may even be glad to have
stumbled across them. By contrast, you might also encounter
homeless people or beggars askingyou for money and perhaps
trying to sell you something that you really don't want.If you
could have "filtered out" these experiences, you would have
chosen to do so. Formanypeople, the categoryof unwanted-
as opposed to unplanned-exposures includes a greatmany
political activities. You might be bored by those activities and
wish that they were not disturbing your stroll through the
street. You might be irritated or angered by such activities,
perhaps because they are disturbing your stroll, perhaps be-
cause of the content of what is being said, perhaps because of
who is saying it.

It is also important to distinguish between exposure s to ex-
periences and exposuresto argztments. public forums make it
more likely that people will not be able to wail themselves off
from their fellow citizens. people will get a glÍmps e, atleast,
of the lives of others, as for exampie through en
people from different social classes. Some of the time, how-
ever, the public-forum doctrine makes it more likely that peo-
ple will have a sense, however brief, not simpiy of the experí-
ences but also of the arguments being made by people with a
particular point of view. You might encounter written materi-
als, for example , thatdraw attention to the problem of domes-
tic violence. The most ambitious uses of public forums are
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AN ANALOGY AND AN IDEAL

designed to alert people to arguments as well as experi-
ences-though the latter sometimes serves as a kind of short-
hand reference for the former, as when a picture or a brief
encounter has the effect of thousands of words.

In referring to the goals of the public-forum doctrine, I aim
to approve of encounters that are unwanted as well as un-
planned, and also of exposure to experiences as well as argu-
ments. But those who disapprove of unwanted encounters
might also agree that unplanned ones are desirable, and those
who believe that exposure to arguments is too demanding or
too intrusive might also appreciate the value, in a heteroge-
neous society, of exposure to new experiences.

General-Interest Intermediaries as
Unacknowledged Public Forums (of the World)

Of course there is a limÍt to how much can be done on streets
and in parks. Even in the largest cities, streets and parks are
insistentLy local. But many of the social functions of streets
and parks, as public forums, are performed by other institu-
tions too. In fact sqciety's general-interest interrnediaries-
newspapers, mag azutes, television broadcasters-can be un-
derstood as public forums of an especially important sort.

The reasons are straightforward. When you read a city
newspaper or a nationalmagazíne, your eyes will come across
a number of articles that you would not have selected in ad-
vance. If you are like most people, you will read some of those
articles. Perhaps you did not know that you might have an
interest in the latest legislative proposal involving national se-
curity, or Social Security reform, or Somalia, or recent devel-
opments in the Middle East; but a story might catch your at-
tention. What is true for topics is also true for points of view.
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You might think that you have nothing to learn from someone
whose view you abhor. tsut once you corne across the editorial
pages, you might weil read what they have to say, and you
might well benefit from the experience. Perhaps you will be
persuaded on one point or another, or informed whether or
notyou are persuaded. At the same time, the front-page head-
line, or the cover story in a weekly magazine, is likely to have
a high degree of salience for a wide range of people. while
shopping at the local grocery store, you might see the cover
of rime or Ì'{ettszaeeh, andthe story-about a promising politi-
cian, a new risk, a surprising development in Europe-might
catch your attention, so you might pick up the issue and learn
something even if you had no interest in advance.

unplanned and unchosen encounters often turn out to do
a great deal of good, for individuals and society at rarge. In
some cases, they even change people's lives. The same is
true, though ín a different way, for unwanted encounters. In
some cases, you might be irritated by seeing an editorial from
your least favorite writer. You might wish that the editorial
weren't there. But despite yourself, your curiosity might be
piqued, and you might read it. Perhaps this isn,t a lot of fun.
But it might prompt you to reassess your or¡m view and even
to revise it. At the very least, you will have learned what many
of your fellow citizens think and why they think it. what is
true for arguments is also true for topics, as when you en-
counter, \ ¡ith some displeasure, a series of stories on crime
or global warming or Iraq or sarne-sex marriage or alcohol
abuse, but find yourself learning a bit, or more than a bit,
from what those stories have to say.

Television broadcasters have similar functions. Maþe the
best example is rvhat has become an institution in many na-
tions: the evening news. If you tune into the evening news,
you will learn about a number of topics that you would not
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AN ANALOGY AND AN IDEAL

have chosen in advance. Because of the speed and immedÍacy
of television, broadcasters perform these public-forum-type
functions even more than general-interest intermedÍaries in
the print media. The "lead story" on the networks is likely to
have a great deal of public salience, helping to define central
issues and creating a kind of shared focus of attention for
many millions of people. And what happens aftet the lead
story-the coverage of a menu of topics both domestic and
international-creates something like a speakels' corner be-
yond anything ever ima$ned in Hyde Park.

None of these claíms depends on a judgment that general-$'
interest intermediaries always do an excellent-or everr â' :

good-job. Sometimes such intermediaries fail to provide
even a minimal understanding of topics or opinions. Some-* "
times they offer a watered-down version of what most people
already think. Sometimes they suffer from prejudices and bi-
ases of their own. Sometimes they deal little with substance
and veer toward sound bites and sensationalism, propetly d"-
plored trends in the last decades,

What matters for present purposes is that in their best
forms, general-interest intermediaries expose people to a
range of topics and views at the same time that they provide
shared experiences for a heterogeneous public. Indeed, gen-
eral-interest intermediaries of this sort have large advantages
over streets and parks precisely because most of them tend
to be so much less local and so much more national, even
international. Typically they expose people to questions and
problems in other areas, even other nations. They even pro-
vide a form of modest, backdoor cosmopolitanism, ensuring
that many people will learn something about diverse areas of
the planet, regardless of whether they are much interested,
initially or ever, in doing so.
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CHAFTER. TWO

(}f course generãl-interest intermediaries are not public fo-
rums in the technical sense that the lar¡' recognizes. These
are prirzate rather than putrlic institutions. I\ilost important,
rnembers of the public do not have a legal right of access to
them. IndüduaI cltizens are not allowed to override the edi-
torial and economíc judgments and choices of private oilin-
ers. In the 1970s, a sharp constitutional debate on precisely
this issue resulted in a resounding defeat for those who
claimed a constitutionally guaranteed access right.B But the
question of legal compulsion is really incidental to my central
claim here. Society's general-interest intermediaríes, even
without legal compulsion, serve many of the functions of pub-
lic forums. They promote shared experiences; they expose
people to information and views that would not have been
selected in advance.

Republicanism, Deliberative Democracy,
and Two Kinds of Filtering

The public-forum doctrine is an odd and unusual one, espe-
cially insofar as it creates a kind of speakers' access right
to people and places, subsidized try taxpayers, But the doc-
tríne is closely associated with a longstanding constitutional
ideal, one that is very far from odd: that of republican self-
government.

From the beginníng, the Amerícan constitutional order was
designed to create a republic, as distinguished from a monar-
chy or a direct democracy. We cannot understand the system
of freedom of expression, and the effects of new communica-
tions technologies and filtering, without reference to this
ideal. It will therefore be worthwhile to spend some space
on the concept of a republic, and on the way the American
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AN AN,{LOGY AND AN IDEAL

Constitution understands this concept, in terms of a delibera-
tive approach to democtacy. And the general ideal is hardly
limited to Ameri ca it plays a role in many nations committed
to self-government.

In a republic, government is not managed by any king or
queen; there is no sovereign operating independently of the
people.e The American Constitution represents a firm rejec-
tion of the monarchical heritage, and the framers self-con-
sciously transferred soverei$rty from any monarchy (with the
explicit constitutional ban on "titles of nobility") to "We the
People." This represents, in Gordon \Mood's illuminating
phrase, the "radicalism of the American revolution."lO At the
same time, the founders were extremely fearful of popular
passions and prejudices, and they did notwant government to
translate popular desires directly into law. Indeed, they were ,l .$,

sympathetic to a form of filtering, though one very different l

from what I have emphasized thus far. Rather than seeking '

to allow people to filter what they would see and hear, they
attempted to create.,ipqtitutions tþat would "filter" popular
desires so as to ensure policies that would promote the public .,

good. Thus the structure of political representation and the
system of checks and balances were designed to create a kind
of filter befween people and law, so as to ensure that what
would emerge would be both reflective and well-informed. At
the same time, the founders placed a high premium on the
idea of "civic virtub," rlshich req.uired participar,rts in politics
to-act as citizens dedicated to something other than their ovrn
self-interest,narrowlyconceived. 

æ1:;

This form of republicanism involved an attempt to create a
"deliberative democracy." In this system, representatives
would be accountable to the public at large. But there was
also supposed to be a large degree of reflection and debate,
both within the citizenry and within government itself.tt Jþs
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CH,4PTER TWO

aspiration to deliberative .democracy can be seen in rnany
places in the constitutional design. The system of bicamer-
alism, for example, was intended as a check on insufficienttry
deliberatir¡e action from one or another legislatÍrre charnber;
the Senate in particular was supposed to have a "coo1ing" ef-
fect on popular passions, The long length of service for sena-
tors was designed to make deliberation more likety; so too
for large election districts, which would reduce the power
of small groups over the decisions of representatives. The
Electoral College was originally a deliberative body, ensurÍng
that the choice of the president would result from some com-
binatíon of popular will and reflection and exchange on the
part of representatives. Most generally, the system of checks
and balances had, as its central purpose, the creation of a
mechanism for promoting deliberation within the govern-
ment as a whole.

From these points it should be clear that the Constitution
was not rooted in the assumption that direct democracy was
the ideal, to be replaced by republican institutions only be-
cause direct democracy was impractical in light of what were,
by modern standards, extremely primÍtive technologies for
communication. Many recent observers have suggested that
for the first time in the history of the world, something like
direct democracy has become feasible. It is now possible for
citÍzens to tell their government, every week and even every
day, what they would like it to do. Indeed, some websÍtes have
been designed to enable citizens to do precisely that. We
should expect many more experiments in this direction. But
from the standpoint of constitutional ideals, this is nothing
to celebrate; indeed it is a grotesque distortion of founding
aspirations. trt would undermine the deliberative goals of the
original design. Ours has never been a direct democracy, and
a good democratic system attempts to ensure ínformed and
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reflective decisions, not simply snapshots of individual opin-
ions suitably aggregated.l2

Homogeneity, Heterogeneity, and a
Tale of the First Congress

There were articulate opponents of the original constitutional
plan, whose voices have echoed throughout American his-
tory; and they spoke in terms that bear directly on the com-
munications revolution. The anti-federalists believed that the
constitution was doomed to failure, on the ground that delib-
eration would not be possible in a large, heterogeneous repub-
lic. Following the great political theorist MontesquÍeu, they
urged that public deliberation would be possible only where
there was fundamental agreement. Thus Brutus, an eloquent
anti-federalist critic of the constitution, insisted: o'In a repub-
lic, the manners, sentiments, and interests of the people
should be similar, if this be not the case, there will be a con-
stant clashing of opinions; and the representatives of one part
will be continually striving against those of the other."13

It was here that the constitution's framers made a substan-
tial break with conventional republican thought, focusing on
the potential uses of diversityfor democratic debate. Indeed, it
is here that iryeean find the frarçers' greatest and most original
contribution to political theory. For them, heterogeneity, far
from being an obstacle, would be a creative force, improving
dðhberátion and producing better outcomes. If everyone
agreed, what would people need to talk about? Why would
they want to talk at all? Alexander Hamilton invoked this point
to defend discussion among diverse people within a bicameral
legislature, urging, in what could be taken as a direct response
to Brutus, that "the jarring of parties . . . will promote delibera-
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tion."14 And in an ofterr forgottên episode in the very first Con-
gress, the nation rejected a proposed part of the original tsili
of Rights, a "right" on the part of citizens "to instruct" their
representative on how to vote. The proposed right was justi-
fied on republican (what we would call democratic) grounds.
To many people, it seemed a good way of ensuring account-
ability on the part of pubtric officials. But the early Congress
decided that such a "right" would be a betrayal of republican
principles. Senator Roger Sherman's voice was the clearest
and most firm: "[T]he words are calculated to mislead the peo-
ple, by conveying an idea that they have a right to control the
debates of the Legislature. This cannot be admitted to be just,
because it would destroy the object of their meeting. I thÍnk,
when the people have chosen a representative, it is his duty
to meet others from the different parts of the union, and con-
sult, and agree \ rith them on such acts as are for the general
benefit of the whole community. If they were to be guided by
instructíons, there would be no use in deliberation."l5

Sherman's words reflect the founders' general receptivity
to deliberation among people who are quite diverse and who
disagree on issuesboth large and small. Indeed, itwas through
deliberation among such persons that "such acts as are for the
general benefit of the whole community" would emerge. Of
course the framers were not naìve. Sometimes some regÍons,
and some groups, would gain while others would lose. What
was and remains important is that the resulting pattern of
gains and losses would themselves have to be defended by ref-
erence to reasons. Indeed, the Constitution might well be seen
as intended to cteate a "republic of Teasons," in which the use
of governmental power would have to be justified, not simply
supported, by those who asked for it.

We can even take Sherman's understanding of the task of
the representative to have a corresponding understanding of
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AN ANALOGY A.ND AN IDEAL

the task of the idealized citízenin a well-functioníng republic.
Citizens are not supposed merely to press their or¡rn self-in-
terest, narrowly conceived, nor are they to insulate them-
selves from the judgments of others. Bven if they are con-
cerned \Mith the public good, they might make errors of fact
or of value, errors that can be reduced or corrected through
the exchange of ideas. Insofar as people àre acting in their
capacity as citizens, their duty is to 'omeet others" and ,,con-

sult," sometimes through face-to-face discussions, and if not,
through other routes, as, for example, by making sure to con-
sider the views of those *-ho-
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most
of their time to politics. In a free society, people have a range
of things to do. But to the extent that both citizens and repre-
sentptives are acting on the basis of diverse encounters and
expei{ences and benefiting from heterogeneity, they are be*
having in accordance with the highest ideals of the constitu-
tional design.

E Pluribus Unum and |efferson vs. Madison

Any heterogeneous society faces a risk of fragmentation. This
risk has been serious in many periods in American hÍstory,
most notably during the civil war, but often in the twentieth
century as well. The institutions of the Constitution were in-
tencled to dirninish the danger, partiy by producing a good
mlr of local and national rule, partly through the system of
checks and balances, and partly through the s¡rmbo1 of the
constitution itself. Thus the slogan e pluribus urutm, "from
many, one," can be found on ordinary currency, in a brief,
frequent reminder of a central constitutional goal.
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Consider in this regard the instructive debate between
Thomas Jefferson and James Madison about the value of a
bitl of rights. In the founding era, Madison, the most im-
portant force behind the Constitution itself, sharply opposed
such a bill, on the gfound that it was unnecessary and was
likely to sow confusion. Jefferson thought otherwise, and in-
sisted that abill of rights, enforced by courts, could be a bul-
wark of liberty. Madison was eventually convinced of this
point, but he emphasized avery different consideration: the
unifying and educative functions of a bill of rights.

In a letter to Jefferson on Octob er \7 ,1788, Madison asked.,
,,what use, then, it may be asked, can a bill of rights serve in
popular Governm erlit?" His basic answer was that the 'þoliti-
cal truths declared in that solernn manner acquire by degrees
the char actet of fundamental maxims of free Government,
and as they become incorporated with the National senti-
ment, counteract the impulses of interest and passion."16 Ilt
Madison's view, the Bill of Rights, alongwith the Constitution
itself, would eventually become a source of shared under-
standings and commitments among extremely diverse peo-
ple. The example illustrates the founders' belief that for a
diverse people to be self-governing, it was essential to provide
a range of common values and commitments.

Two Conceptions of SovereigntY
and Holmes vs. Brandeis

We are now in a position to distinguish between two concep-
tions of sovereipty. The first involves consumer sovereipty-
the idea behind free markets. The second involves political
sovereignty-the idea behÍnd free nations. The notion of con-
sumer sovereignfy underlies enthusiasm for the D"tly Me; it
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is the underpinning of any utopian vision of the unlimited
power to filter. writing as early as 19g5, Bill Gates cheerfully
predicted, "customized information is a natural extension,
. . . For your ovm daily dose of news, you might subscribe to
several review services and let a software agent or a hu-
man one pick and choose from them to compile your com-
pletely customized'newspaper.' These subscription services,
whether human or electronic, will gather information that
conforms to a particular philosophy and set of interests.',17

Gates's prediction has now become a rearity. with RSS, and
many other services, you can gather information that fits your
interests and your preexistingviews. or consider Gates,s cele-
bratory words in 1999: "when you tum on DirectTV and you
step through every channel-well, there's three minutes of
your life. when you walk into your living room six years from
now, you'll be able to just say what you're interested in, and
have the screen help you pick out a video that you care about,
It's not going to be 'Let's look at channels 4, 5, and 7 .,,,78

This is the principle of consumer soveïeisrtyin action. The
notion of political sovereigrty underlies the democratic alter-
native, which poses a challenge to this vision on the ground
that it might undermine both self-government and freedom,
properly conceived. Recall here John Dewey's words: "Major-
ity rule, just as majority rule, is as foolish as its critics charge
it \ rith being. But it never is merely majority rule. . . . The
important consideration is that opportunity be given ideas to
speak and to become the possession of the multitude. The
essential need is the improvement of the methods and consti-
tutíon of debate, discussion and persuasion. That is the prob-
lem of the public."le

consumer sovereignty means that individual consumers
are permitted to choose exactly as they wish, subject to any
constraints provided by the price system, and also by their
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current holdings and requirements. ThÍs idea plays a signifi-
cant role in thinking not only about economic markets, but
also about both politics and communications as well. When
we talk as if politicians are "selling" a message, and even
themselves, we are treating the political domain as a kind of
market, subject to the forces of supply and clemand. And
when we act as if the purpose of a system of communications
is to ensure that people can see exactly what they '\Mant," the
notion of consumer sovereignty is very much at work. The
idea of political sovereignty stands on different foundations.
It does not take individual tastes as fixed or given; it does
not see people as simply "having" tastes and preferences. For
those who value politicatr sovereignty, "We the People" reflect
on what we want by exchangmg diverse information and per-
spectives. 'l-he idea of political sovereignty embodies demo-
cratic self-government, understood as a requirement of "gov-
ernment by discussion," accompanied by reason gtving in the
public domain. Political sovereignty comes with its ovrn dis-
tinctive preconditions, and these are violated if government
power is not backed by justifications and represents instead
the product of force or simple majority will.

Of course the two conceptions of sovereignty are in poten-
tial tension. If laws and policies are "bought," inthe same way
that soap and cereal are bought, the idea of political sover-
eignty is badly compromised. The commitment to consumer
sovereignty will also undermine political sovereignty if free
consumer choices result in insufficient understanding of
public problems, or if they make it difficult to have anything
like a shared or deliberative culture. We will disserve our own
aspÍrations if we confound consumer sovereignty with politi-
cal sovereignty. If the latter is our governing ideal, we will
evaluate the system of free expression at least partlyby seeing
whether it promotes democratic goals. If we care only about
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AN ANALOGY ÄND AN IDEAL

consumer sovereignty, the only question is whether consum-
ers are getting what they warú-a question that seems, unfor-
tunately, to be dominating discussions of the Internet and
other new technologles.

The distinction matters for law and policy as well. If the
government takes steps to increase the level of substantive
debate on television or in public culture, it might well be un-
dermining consurner sovereisrty at the same time that it is
promoting democratic self-government. And tf citizens them-
selves urge that we ought to try to evaluate the system of com-
munications by reference to democratic ideals, they ought
not to be silenced on the ground that consumer sovereignty
is all that matters.

With respect to the system of freedom of speech, the con-
flict between consumer sovereignty and political sovereignty
can be found in an unexpected place: the great constitutional
dissents of Supreme Court Justices Oliver Wendell Holmes
and Louis Brandeis. hr the earlypart of the twentieth century,
Holmes and Brandeis were the fwin heroes of freedom of
speech, dissenting, usually together, from Supreme Court de-
cisions allowing the government to restrict political dissent.
Sometimes Holmes wrote for the two dissenters; sometimes
the author was Brandeis. But the fwo spoke in quite different
terms. Holmes wrote of "free trade in ideas," and treated
speech as part of a great political market, \ ¡ith which govern-
ment could not legitimately interfere. Consider a passage
from Holmes's greatest free-speech opinion:

lV]hen men have rcalized that time has upset many fighting
faiths, theymay come to believe even more than theybelieve the
very foundations of their o"¡m conduct that the ultimate good
desired is better reached by free trade in ideas-that the best
test of truth is the power of the thought to get itself accepted in
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the competition of the market, and that truth j.s the only ground
upon which their wishes safely can be carried out. That at any
rate is the theory of our Constitution.20

I

Brandeis's language, in his greatest free-speech opinion, was
qltogether different:

Those who won our independence believed that the final end
of the state was to make men free to develop their faculties;
and that in its government the deliberative forces should prevail
over the arbitrary. . , . They believed that . . . without free
speech and assembly discussion would be futile; . . . that the
greatest menace to freedom is an inert people; that public dis-
cussion is a political dufy; and that this should be a fundamental
principle of the American government.2l

Note Brandeis's suggestion that the greatest threat to free-
dom is an "inert people," and his insistence, altogether for-
eign to Holmes, that public discussion is not only a right but
"a political duty." Brandeis sees self-government as some-
thing dramatically different from an exercise in consumer
sovereignty. Brandeis's conception of free speech is self-con-
sciously republican, with its emphasis on the obligation to en-
gage in public discussion. On the republican conception, un-
restricted consumer choice is not an appropriate foundation
for policy in a context where the very formation of prefer-
ences and the orgarÍzing processes of the democratic order
are at stake.

In fact Brandeis can be taken to have offered a conception
of the social role of the idealized citiz€r; For such a citizen,
active engagement in politics, at least some of the time, is a
responsibility, not just an entitlement. If citizens are o'irrert,"
freedom itself is at risk. If people are constructing a Daily Me
that is restricted to sports or to the personal lives of celebri-
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ties, they are not operating in the way that citizenshíp re-
quires. This does not mean that people have to be thinking
about public affairs all, most, or even much of the time. But
it does mean that each of us has rights and duties as citizens,
not simply as consumers. As we will see, active citizen en-
gagement is necessary to promote not only democracy but so-
cial well-being too. And in the modern era, one of the most
pressing obligations of a cítizenry that is not inert is to en-
sure that "deliberative forces should prevail over the arbi-
trary." For this to happen, it is indispensable to ensure that
the system of communications promotes democratic goals.
Those goals emphatically require both unchosen exposures
and shared experiences.

Brandeis was speaking of the republican tradition. It is
therefore noteworthy, and not a little comical, that repub-
lic.com is actually a website. Republic.com has nothing to do
\ ¡ith republicanism as a political ideal. Instead it offers to
sell you essentÍally whatever you want, as signaled by its dis-
tinctive motto: "What you need, when you need it." Its
main offerings include women's clothing, airline tickets,
T-shirts, designer clothes, houses for sale, hotels, and leather
jackets. Republic.com offers an important service, to be sure,
but it is not exactly following in the footsteps of its republican
forbears.

Republicanism without Nostalgia

These are abstractions; it is time to be more concrete. I will
identify three problems in the hypothesized world of perfect
filtering. These difficulties might well beset any sysrem in
whích individuals had complete control over their communi-
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CHAPTER TWO

cations universe and exercised that control so as to create
echo chambers or lnformation cocoons.

u The first difficulty involves fføgmpnta*i,øø. The problem
' h"r" comes from the creation of diverse speech communities

whose members talk and listen mostly to one another. A possi-
ble consequence is considerable difficulty in mutual under-

j standing. When society is fragmented in this way, diverse
'. groups will tend topolarize ínawày that can breed extremism
and even hatred and violence. New technologes, emphati-
i'cally including the Internet, are dramatically increasing peo-
ple's ability to hear echoes of their own voices and to wall
themselves off from others. An important result is the exis-
tence of cybercascades-processes of information exchange
in which a certain fact or point of úew becomes widespread,
simply because so many people seem to believe it.

The second difficulty involves a distinctive cltaracteristic
of information. Information is a public good in the technical
sense that once one person knows something, other people
are likely to benefit as well. If you learn about crime in the
neighborhood or about the problem of climate change, you
might well tell other people too, and they will benefit from
what you have learned. trn a system in which each person can
"customize" his own communications universe, there is a risk
that people will make choices that generate too little Ínforma-
tion. An advantage of a system with general-interest interme-
diaries and with public forums-with broad access by speak-
ers to diverse publics-is that it ensures a kind of social
spreading of information. At the same time, an indiúdually
filtered speech universe is likely to produce too few of what I
will call solidarity goods-goods whose value increases with
the number of people who are consuming them.z2 A presiden-
tial debate is a classic example of a solÍdarity good.
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The third and final difficulty has to do with rhe proper un-
derstanding of freedom and the relationship between con-
sumers and, citízens. If we believe in consumer sovereignty,
and if we celebrate the power to filter, we are líkely to think
that freedom consists in the satisfaction of private prefer-
ences-in an absence of restrictions on individual choices.
This is a widely held view about freedom. Indeed, it is a view
that underlies much current thinking about free speech. But
it is badly mÍsconceived. of course free choice is important.
But freedom properly understood consists not simply in the
satisfaction of whatever preferences people have, but also in
the chance to have preferences and beliefs formed under
decent conditions-in the ability to have preferences formed
after exposure to a sufficient amount of ínformation and also
to an appropriately wide and diverse range of options. There
can be no assurance of freedorn in a system committed to
the Daily Me.
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